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A RESEARCH ON CLUSTERING OF 

AGRICULTURE AND AGRO-BASED 

INDUSTRIES 
 

Abstract: Agriculture and agro-based industries are very 

important all over the world. However, this industry has not 

been achieved by the highly successful results. Is the only 

solution is to use modern technology? Of course not. It is 

necessary to produce quality based solutions. Clustering is an 

important influential factors in here. When successful 

countries examined, clustering is a prerequisite for perfect 

production. Clustering is given a special importance in the 

quality of the applicationClusters are described as 

“geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, 

specialized suppliers, service providers, firms in related 

industries, and associated institutions” that mutually 

reinforce each other in particular fields through competition 

and cooperation. These innovation actors include universities, 

research institutes, media partners, venture capitalists, 

financiers, trade associations, etc. Their linkages include 

social relationships or networks that produce benefits for the 

firms involved due to an intensive information and knowledge 

flow. The geographic area covered by clusters can vary; there 

may even be multiple operating scales, with regional, national 

and international dimensions to some clusters.  

This paper will present information about clustering 

applications on agriculture and agro-based-industries  in 

Turkey . 

Keywords: End-of Life Vehicles, Multi-Criteria Classification, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In most developing countries, the matter 

that has been stressed on recently is clustering 

model. It relies on making the work efficient by 

gathering of the ones operating in this business 

area reinforcing finding position in local-

international bazaar.  

This model has a wide range including 

distribution channels and the producers of 

complementary products. Think tanks, the 

institutions providing occupational training, 

public institutions providing required know-

how and support, higher education units, 

standardization institutions and private 

institutions are included in the players of these 

clusters. 

For this reason, the clusters are beyond the 

formation to be formed via external 

intervention like a project or organization. That 

is to say, the clusters are the systems 

independent from the interventions. The 

important thing is to reveal the sectors formed 

by the firms intensified in the same geography, 

providing the above listed conditions and 

having the advantage of rivalry and to make 

them the most efficient, and make them more 

powerful against the foreign market and to 

provide their continuance. This description can 

be concluded from here: Clustering is an 

organized struggle aiming to increase the 

development of business cluster by organizing 

the relationship between existing actors and/or 

reinforcing cooperation potential.  

How this effort can be achieved in a 

structuring based on agriculture is discussed in 

this paper as a main theme. In our statement, a 

clustering process that may be successful will 

be explained. 
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2. A SUCCESSFUL CLUSTERING 

PROCESS OF THE FIRMS BASED 

ON AGRICULTURE 
 

The agriculture forms a very wide area. 

This area is the field of occupation where 

production and marketing activities are 

conducted intensively as well as in which there 

are production activities. The matter that is 

problematic especially in this field is the 

intensity of disconnected structure. If this 

disconnected structure continues the 

avricultural products obtained, the agricultural 

products obtained and the device, equipment 

and food products is not in question to find its 

value in the bazaar.  

At the same time, they have no chance to 

be successful in world markets. During a 

successful clustering process, the samples were 

examined about how the clustering 

organizations of independent clusters turned 

into effective clusters over four main structures 

as "stacks, new forming, developing and 

matured". Besides this, PORTER DIAMOND 

MODEL is also described here. 

 

2.1 Stack structures 

 
Stacks mean the whole of businesses that 

are independent from each other but located in 

the same region. As an example: 100 pieces of 

sugar factory is operating in a region. There is a 

University in the region but none of the sugar 

factories have an interest in the university. 

There is a stock exchange in the region but the 

relationship with the stock exchange is only in 

the dimension of performing the legal 

obligations (record). Sugar factories sell the 

sugar they produced to ready-made food 

factories, however there are only two ready-

made factories in the region and these factories 

are supplied sugar from the places outside the 

region.  

The analysis of the sugar produced in the 

region is a serious requirement but the firms 

have not met and made any attempts about 

establishing a laboratory to operate about this 

matter. 

 

 

2.2 Newly formed structures 

 
In a region, there are 50 organizations 

manufacturing agricultural devices and 

machines. The structures of the organizations 

are only in the structure of developed 

workshop. Big portion of them performs one or 

two types of agricultural device and equipment 

manufacture. There are some signs indicating 

that there cooperation culture between the 

organizations. When an organization takes an 

order to be produced in a certain time, if its 

own production capacity is not at the level of 

meeting whole of an order, one of the 

neighboring organizations uses its own empty 

capacity. However this cooperation is not 

structural, for example there is no cooperation 

in the region for marketing the production 

capacity of the region as whole and collecting 

orders.  

Although qualified element is a very 

serious problem and there is a vocational school 

in the region, no cooperation that will meet the 

qualified element need between the firms and 

this vocational school have been allocated.  

 

2.3 Developed structures 

 

In a region, there are five yarn, fifteen 

fabric and twenty five appeal workshops. A 

textile and apparel producers association with 

which nearly 80% of the manufacturers 

affiliated have established recently.  The 

university in the region gives the training of 

both textile engineering and vocational high 

school.  

The association provides especially 

appearel workshop with preparing a grant 

project in order to reinforce the production 

capacity of them and after this project has 

gained the right to be granted, machine and 

equipment of the education laboratories in the 

vocational high school of the university in the 

region were renewed and the students were 

ensured to be trained by the machine and 

equipment used in the industry.  

 

2.4 Matured structures 

 

Continuing with the example given above 

for the developed cluster, the members from 

education and research foundations participated 

in the association. The association conducted a 

search meeting in cooperation with association, 

university and chamber about the future of the 

cluster and as a result of the meeting,  it was 

prepared a route map in order that the cluster 

can be more competitive. The cluster sees its 

future in technical textile applications. In the 

framework of the output of this work, general 

secretariat of the association was reinforced and 
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some project about the application of cluster 

route map. In the scope of one of these projects 

applied R&D unit was formed in textile 

engineering department of the university. The 

costs of the doctorate students working in R&D 

unit is met by the association.  

 

2.5 Porter diamond model 

 
The famous American economist Michael 

Porter has created a diamond analogy of four 

variables to determine whether they have the 

competitive advantage of a cluster. If a cluster 

is achieved by means of these four variables 

and it is formed a diamond, it means the cluster 

have become competitive in the global arena. 

Also in this way, to reveal whether a cluster has 

a competitive advantage of a cluster is 

important for the determination of whether it 

will be given support to clustering studies.  

So, it is important to invest in agricultural 

land or the industry based on the agriculture 

having high competition potential based on 

high agricultural land or agriculture. Being 

different from the classical manufacturers, 

Porter does not limit the competition advantage 

only with population, natural resources and 

factor pools formed by the territory of the 

country. According to Porter, nations can create 

their own factors pool with qualified labor 

force, advanced technology and knowledge. 

Four elements making up the Porter's Diamond 

model;  

 Company Strategy and Competitive 

Structure 

 Input Conditions  

 Demand Conditions  

 Relevant and Supportive Industries  

 

 2.5.1 Company Strategy and Competitive 

Structure 

 

This element of the diamond includes the 

conditions governing the clustering 

organization of the firms in the cluster and the 

quality of the competition between firms 

located in the same cluster. If clustered firms 

chose ongoing investment and development 

path, these firms continue their competitive 

states. In addition, if companies compete with 

other companies in the same business cluster, 

each will be motivated to be innovative to 

distinguish itself from another.companies  

Therefore, both strategy and competition 

are important in order to become competitive in 

the international competition. Low competition 

in the sector makes that sector attractive under 

normal conditions. In this regard, companies 

prefer low competition, but regional 

competition forces the firms to innovation and 

regional development.  

As a result, high-regional competition 

bears the power to compete globally. Regional 

competition forces the firms to go beyond the 

basic advantages. 

 

 2.5.2 Input conditions 

  
Input conditions include production factors 

(means) from which all firms can benefit such 

as skilled labor, technological knowledge, 

necessary infrastructure for the sector and 

education institutions. 

 According to Porter, production factors must 

be developed on the basis of the criteria such as 

efficiency, effectiveness, quality and 

specialization in order to increase the 

efficiency. Such specialization studies affect 

the production positively. If specialized factor 

conditions are available in just one region, then 

it probably means that these conditions cannot 

be achieved in any other region.  

That's why, the demand to the products 

and/or services provided by the company in this 

cluster will increase, because being supplied 

from any other location is not in question. 

 

2.5.3 Demand Conditions  

 

When demand in a product in the domestic 

market is higher than demand in external 

markets, local customers pressurized on the 

firms located in the business cluster about some 

matters such as improving themselves and 

modernization.  

The firms in the cluster have to make 

cooperation in order to meet customer demand. 

In addition, in order to respond to the demands 

of local customers and develop in this direction 

help the firms in the cluster to compete more 

successfully in global market, because domestic 

market that is powerful and following the 

changes forces regional firms to follow global 

changes. 

 

2.5.4 Relevant and Supporting Industries  

 

This last element of Porter’s diamond 

points out the competent supportive industries 

located in the region. These supportive 

industries form a network that the firms in the 
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cluster can benefit from and including the 

necessary suppliers.  

 

The cooperation to emerge between the 

firms and their supporters mentioned triggers 

the innovations because providing knowledge 

exchange about new processes and products 

between these firms has a great importance in 

terms of growth and improvement.  

 

 

3. THE SAMPLE OF TURKEY IN 

CLUSTERING IN THE FIELD OF 

AGRICULTURAL DEVICE AND 

MACHINES  
 

Turkey that has integrated its power in 

agriculture in the industry based on the 

agriculture has come a long way in agricultural 

machinery sector. In some regions that have 

become production center of the agricultural 

machineries that is the advanced technology 

product, the increase in production inputs such 

as especially fertilizer, diesel and seed lead to 

downsize the agricultural machinery sector as 

well as agriculture sector.  

Global economic crisis experienced after 

the year of 2008 has exacerbated this situation. 

In line with all these developments, the 

obligation of reactivating the strategic sectors 

in Turkey has come out. In parallel with this, it 

has begun to apply “clustering model” in 

different regions in terms of agricultural 

machinery sector since 2010 with both local 

sources and UE supported funds. This 

application has brought dynamism to the sector. 

Especially, the thought of forming a corporate 

structure has been brought to the fore and then, 

it has been shifted to the association studies. By 

forming associations, our producer and supplier 

firms operating in agricultural machineries and 

agricultural technologies  aim to provide the 

services in all subjects needed including 

institutionalization, technology development, 

efficiency in the production, promotion, export, 

marketing and branding needed by conducting 

clustering activities, to make studies in order to 

develop agricultural machinery teaching and 

research and to provide participation in them, to 

supply resource for material and deice supply 

and to prepare basis for all kinds of support by 

bringing together the agricultural machinery 

manufacturer graduate and manufacturers by 

clustering work. 

 

4. RESULT 
 

In the conditions of increasing world food 

consumption day by day, agriculture and the 

agriculture based industry have gained 

importance. The regulations in the structure of 

these industries will have positive contribution 

in increasing the food sources of humanity. 

From this point of view, especially in all 

countries, the agriculture reaches to the new 

organizations.  

One of them is clustering applications.  In 

order to increase International Competitiveness 

Power on the basis of formed projects, forming 

appropriate network and cooperation strategies 

have great importance.  

Mentioned strategies require 

understanding the regional dynamics and needs 

supported by updated and reliable data. With 

this aim, the targets must be identified in short, 

medium and long term.    

Short time Goals: 

 To increase the national and international 

rivalry power by developing common 

project of the organizations operating in 

the sector 

 To develop marketing activities for new 

markets except for present markets  

 To make the institutions in value chain 

more effective and efficient compared to 

the competitors by making the work 

between the efficiencies or chain links and 

by developing work processes and in this 

scope  to design lean manufacturing 

techniques and apply as a pilot activity  

 To perform international work visit that 

will increase joint action awareness for the 

sector for clustering, cooperation, 

technology transfer and innovation  

Medium-term Goals: 

 To gain new skills within the institution by 

the organizations by changing, adding and 

differentiating  some activities 

(production, marketing, finance and 

administration, etc.) or to enter into some 

other connections within value chain  

 To submit the products to the market more 

rapidly than the competitors by renewing 

the products or by designing and 

producing new products.          

Long-term Goals: 

 To produce product and services that are 

more competitive and with high added-

value by passing to a new value chain.  
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 To expand the activity fields of the 

organizations to the other countries outside 

the country via purchasing and direct 

partnerships. 

        These aims can be said to provide great 

service to the humanity with organized 

structure of agriculture and agriculture based 

industry in all countries when applied.    
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